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Introducing F&P SleepStyle™
SleepStyle empowers you with the freedom
to do what’s best for your patients.
We all want the freedom that comes with the ability to choose. To
choose how we spend our time. How we go about our work. To choose
how we ultimately care for our patients. With SleepStyle, you can.

Freedom in simplicity
Get set up and started, simply.
SleepStyle has simplicity woven into its design. Every detail was considered to make it easy
for you and your patients to use. In just a few steps, your patients will be on their way to
starting therapy.

Easy-access chamber.
A simple push of the button
gives access to the water
chamber which is easy to fill
and clean.
User-friendly menu.
In collaboration with our users,
we created a simple menu.
It is designed to save you time
in setting up the device and
educating patients.

Large, responsive buttons.
The layout and function
of the buttons work in
harmony with the menu to
allow quick navigation and
ease of use. Patients just
need to push “Start”.

Built-in connectivity options.
Get information when you
and your patients need it.
Cellular ensures automated
data transfer while Bluetooth®
technology enables patients to
track their progress instantly
using the SleepStyle App.

Quiet, integrated design.
The power supply and
humidifier have been
integrated fully, to minimize
space taken on the
bedside table.

Powered by technology
Striking the balance between comfort and effective treatment.
The beginning of anything new is usually a crucial time. Learning to adjust to therapy is
essential. We’ve done everything we can to help, from having a world-class auto algorithm
with central apnea detection, to providing a full range of innovative comfort options.

ThermoSmart™
Our world-class humidification features a heated
breathing tube with AirSpiral™ technology that is
designed to minimize condensation. Our enhanced
algorithm delivers a comfortable humidification
experience for patients.**

SensAwake™
A responsive ramp throughout the night. When
wakefulness is detected, treatment pressure is
automatically and promptly reduced to a more
comfortable level. This eases the return to sleep and
helps effective treatment to continue.

Expiratory Relief
An added layer of comfort. Automatically relieves
CPAP pressure during exhalation to make breathing
more comfortable.

You’re in control
SleepStyle is so much more
than just a device. Our patient
management and support tools
complete a seamless experience to
help patients succeed in embracing
therapy.

Proactively care for your patients.
F&P InfoSmart™
F&P InfoSmart gives you the freedom to focus your time
where it’s needed the most. It automatically monitors your
patients on an ongoing basis, alerting you to those who
need your attention. This will enable you to maximize the
chances of every patient’s success.

Keep on track with patient
involvement.
F&P SleepStyle™ App and Web
Designed to enhance engagement with therapy. Patients
have access to meaningful information allowing them to
follow their progress and compare it against how they did
on previous nights.
Patients can also take action with troubleshooting tips,
making the crucial acclimatization period as easy as
possible.

Product Specifications
Dimensions

144 H x 177 W x 183 D mm (5.6 H x 6.9 W x 7.2 D in)

Weight

1.7 kg (3.7 lb) Packed weight (max.): 2.7 kg (5.9 lb)

Performance

Pressure Range: 4 to 20 cmH2O

Noise Level

28.0 ± 1.5 dBA

Water Chamber Volume

380 ml up to the maximum water level line

Standards Compliance

IEC 60601-1:2005 + A1:2012 {Ed. 3.1}, IEC 60601-1-2:2014

Data Recording

The InfoUSB will store up to 5 years of summary efficacy data, 365 days of detailed efficacy data and 140 hours of high-resolution pressure,
leak and flow data. Without an InfoUSB, the device’s internal memory is capable of storing up to 1 year of summary efficacy data, 30 days of
detailed efficacy data and 20 hours of high-resolution pressure, leak and flow data.

Electrical Ratings

Rated supply voltage

Rated current input

Rated supply frequency

100-115 V

1.2 A (2.5 A max.)

50-60 Hz

220-240 V

1.10 A (2.3 A max.)

50-60 Hz

F&P SleepStyle AUTO/CPAP Performance Features
Performance Features

SleepStyle Auto

SleepStyle CPAP

Fully integrated humidifier





Auto-adjusting pressure



No

ThermoSmart technology**





SensAwake





Expiratory relief





Central Sleep Apnea detection





Ramp





Auto-altitude adjustment





Leak compensation





Efficacy reporting





Compliance reporting





F&P InfoUSB





Bluetooth* wireless technology





Cellular modem*





Compatible with

SleepStyle Auto

SleepStyle CPAP

F&P InfoSmart™





F&P SleepStyle App and Web†





SleepStyle Auto

SleepStyle CPAP

SPSAAA/SPSABA

SPSCAA/SPSCBA

SPSAAN

SPSCAN

Device Model Product Codes
Region
Australasia
North America

Included with the F&P SleepStyle AUTO/CPAP
1 x Carry Bag
1 x SleepStyle Device
1 x ThermoSmart Heated Breathing Tube or Standard Breathing Tube
1 x Power Cord
1 x Use and Care Guide
1 x Water Chamber
1 x Chamber Seal
1 x Outlet Seal
1 x F&P InfoUSB (already in InfoUSB port)
1 x Air Filter (already in device)
1 x Spare Air Filter
1 x Spare Elbow (for use with a standard breathing tube)
1 x SleepStyle Quick Reference Guide
Replacement Parts
900SPS100 Water Chamber
900SPS101 Chamber Seal
900SPS110 Air Filters (2-pack)
900SPS111 Air Filter (single)
900SPS120 ThermoSmart Breathing Tube
900SPS121 Standard Breathing Tube with Elbow
900SPS122 Elbow (for use with a Standard Breathing Tube)
900SPS140 Device Lid
900SPS141 Outlet Seal
900SPS142 Carry Bag
900SPS160 North America Power Cord
900SPS161 Australasian Power Cord
900SW101 F&P InfoUSB
Replacement User Guides
900SPS170 SleepStyle Use and Care Guide – EN/ESP/FR
900SPS173 SleepStyle Quick Reference Guide

*Not available in all models.
**Not available in all models. A ThermoSmart Heated Breathing Tube is required to activate ThermoSmart.
†Not Available in all countries.
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG Inc. and any use of such marks by Fisher & Paykel Healthcare is under license.
Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.
SleepStyle, InfoSmart, ThermoSmart and SensAwake are trademarks of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Limited. For patent information, see www.fphcare.com/ip
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Find out more at www.fphcare.com

